
Performance™ Series
Duct-Free High Wall System 
with Xpower® Technology

Enhanced Comfort and Efficiency for Unique Heating and Cooling Needs

TM



Innovation 
Since 1902

Carrier has been the
world's leading indoor
comfort innovator since
1902. Today, as the
world's largest
manufacturer of HVAC
systems and equipment,
we ship a new product
every three seconds. But
we deliver more than just
the hardware. We
provide innovative total
comfort solutions
backed by world-class
factory support. So when
your comfort challenges
demand Duct-Free
systems, one name
should come to mind:
Carrier.

Your home is your refuge. It's the one place you are in total control of your comfort.
However, not all living spaces are a compatible fit with traditional forced-air heating and
cooling systems. That's why Carrier offers a comprehensive family of duct-free high wall
comfort systems. Designed to provide comfort where typical forced air systems can't, and
offering a more elegant solution than a window unit, a Carrier® Performance™ Series
Xpower® Duct-Free High Wall Split system could be the perfect solution for outstanding
comfort and even better economy. 

The Comfort of High-Efficiency

Things to Consider Before You Buy

The Comfort of Xpower
Whether you're entertaining in a new game room, relaxing in a sun room or enjoying a vigorous
workout in an exercise room, Carrier delivers the enhanced comfort you deserve with an
Xpower Duct-Free High Wall system. Xpower technology varies compressor speed to match
the load and keeps the system operating continuously rather than cycling, which can create
temperature swings. You won't believe the comfort as conditioned air is quietly and gently
directed to every corner of the room!

● Xpower systems deliver high-efficiency,
16.0 SEER cooling for lower operating costs

● Enjoy additional economy by using this
system only when you are using the space
without conditioning the entire home

● The longer run times of the inverter
compressor technology provides improved
humidity control and enhanced comfort

● Leave the system off while you're away
and let it turn on automatically for
comfort when you return with its built-in
timer function

● Our sleep mode automatically adjusts
temperature and fan speed at night for
additional money savings

● Living space remains
consistently comfortable
without the up and down
temperature swings of fixed
speed traditional systems

● Rapid pull down feature
enables the system to
quickly achieve desired
setpoint

● Enjoy quiet comfort with
sound levels that fall
comfortably between a
whisper and an average
conversation
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Xpower systems adjust the 
speed of the compressor to 
match the load and keep   
the systems operating 
continuously rather than 
cycling and creating  
temperature swings.

** Per standard testing as described by ARI 270-95. Other sound levels, mentioned for comparison, as published at
http://www.nidcd.nih.gov/health/hearing.ruler.asp.

Whisper Conversation Fan Refrigerator 

Performance™ Duct-Free
Puron® Xpower® **

Quieter Louder 



A Comfortable Fit

The Carrier Duct-Free High Wall systems
deliver environmentally sound comfort

with Puron refrigerant.

Model 40GX
Model 38GX

This matched horizontal discharge
outdoor unit features a small footprint
that can be installed easily in tight
quarters such as a balcony.

The Carrier® Duct-Free High Wall systems are designed to be a comfortable fit for virtually any living space.
A slim, compact cabinet sits unobtrusively on the wall, discreetly blending into most interior designs.
Designed to use environmentally sound Puron® refrigerant, it's also a fully featured system that couldn't be
easier to operate and maintain.

● Take control of your comfort with the
sophisticated yet intuitive, easy-to-use LED
infrared remote

● Customize your comfort with motorized
louvers that can sweep to spread conditioned
air or be “locked in” to focus comfort on a
specific area

● An LED display allows the user to quickly
monitor the temperature set point, mode
setting, as well as systems diagnostics.

● Will not obstruct outside view and provides
peace of mind with added security when
compared to traditional window units

● Maintain your comfort with an easy-to-remove
filter that can be cleaned in a utility sink 

● Experience peace of mind with the full
backing of Carrier's nationwide network of
expert dealers

Extra-efficient, exceptionally quiet, and backed by the innovative
leader in indoor comfort systems, a Carrier Xpower® Duct-Free
High Wall system is a great choice for your unique heating and
cooling needs.

Limited Warranty
The Carrier Duct-Free High Wall systems provide dependability backed by written warranty
protection. The compressor is protected by a six-year* limited warranty. The entire system is
covered by a two-year* limited warranty. Extended warranties are also available. Ask your Carrier
dealer for details.

*Owner-occupied, single-family residential applications only. See warranty card for more details.

6
YEAR
LIMITED

WARRANTY

Heat Pump – Variable Speed – Up to 16.0 SEER / Up to 8.4 HSPF*

Nominal Indoor Model Outdoor Model Power  Power Dimension  (WxDxH in.) Sound Rating (dBa)*
Capacity/Btu/Hr Indoor  Outdoor Indoor        Outdoor Indoor Outdoor
9,000 40GXQ009---1 38GXQ009---1 115v 115v 30x10x8 33x21x13 29 54        
12,000 40GXQ012---1 38GXQ012---1 115v 115v 33x11x9 33x21x13 37 54        
18,000 40GXQ018---3 38GXQ018---3 208/230v 208/230v 33x11x8 33x27x12 41 55      
24,000 40GXQ024---3 38GXQ024---3 208/230v 208/230v 43x13x8 37x33x17 37 58      

* For rating details, please refer to the product data.

Cooling Only – Variable Speed – Up to 16.0 SEER*

Nominal Indoor Model Outdoor Model Power  Power Dimension  (WxDxH in.) Sound Rating (dBa)*
Capacity/Btu/Hr Indoor  Outdoor Indoor        Outdoor Indoor Outdoor
9,000 40GXC009---1 38GXC009---1 115v 115v 30x10x8 33x21x13 33 53         
12,000 40GXC012---1 38GXC012---1 115v 115v 33x11x9 33x21x13 37 55         
18,000 40GXC018---3 38GXC018---3 208/230v 208/230v 33x11x8 33x27x12 41 56       
24,000 40GXC024---3 38GXC024---3 208/230v 208/230v 43x13x8 37x33x17 37 57       



Willis Carrier invented air conditioning in 1902. Over 100 years later, we’re proud to say Carrier® systems are trusted in more

homes than any other brand.

Carrier continues to be on the forefront of innovative engineering and unsurpassed standards of excellence. So when

choosing a home comfort system, you’ll want to turn to the experts. Your Carrier dealer will evaluate your home, such as

window placement and size, ductwork, other structural specifics and lifestyle to provide a customized indoor comfort plan

designed specifically for you. And when you have an expert helping you make an educated decision, you’re going to feel

more comfortable. 

Turn to the Experts

A member of the United Technologies Corporation family.
Stock Symbol UTX.
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Manufacturer reserves the right to discontinue, or change at any time, specifications or designs without

notice or without incur ring obligations.

Models 40GXQ, 38GXQ, 40GXC, 38GXC

www.carrier.com 1-800-CARRIER

Always look for these symbols, the air conditioning and heat pump

industry seals of certified performance, efficiency and capacity.


